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Extra resources for Performative Linguistics: Speaking and Translating as Doing Things with Words. Sample
text. Look for example at board-games, with their multifarious relationships. Now pass to card-games; here
you find many correspondences with the first group, but many common features drop out, and others appear.
Performative Linguistics: Speaking and Translating as
Book review Performative Linguistics. Speaking and Translating as Doing Things with Words Douglas
Robinson, London: Routledge, 2003, 260 pp. I am pleased to review this book which makes us think of an
â€˜alternativeâ€™ to the current formal linguistics paradigms, one based on readings with which many of the
orthodox linguists may not be familiar.
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Performative linguistics : speaking and translating as doing things with words. [Douglas Robinson] -- This title
consolidates the many disparate action-approaches to language into a single coherent new paradigm for the
study of language as speech act, as performance - as doing things with words.
Performative linguistics : speaking and translating as
convey information and â€˜â€˜performativeâ€™â€™ utterances that perform actions. In this groundbreaking
new book, Douglas Robinson argues that Austinâ€™s
distinctioncanbeusedtounderstandlinguisticmethodologies.
RobinsonusesAustinâ€™smodeltointroduceanewdistinctionbetweenâ€˜â€˜consta-tiveâ€™â€™andâ€˜â€˜perf
ormativeâ€™â€™linguistics.
Performative Linguistics: Speaking and translating as
Book Review: Douglas Robinson. Performative Linguistics: Speaking and Translating as Doing Things with
Words. New York/London: Routledge, 2003. ix+260pp.
Book Review: Douglas Robinson. Performative Linguistics
Well, if you approach the book from this non-canonical point of view, then the book suddenly becomes
interesting and original. Presumably, the authorial intention was to advance translation studies by studying
their connections with performative linguistics and to advance performative linguistics by studying closely the
speech act â€˜translationâ€™.
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Constative linguistics,â€¦ In this book, Douglas Robinson introduces a new distinction between 'constative'
and 'performative' linguistics, arguing that Austin's distinction can be used to understand linguistic
methodologies.
Performative Linguistics: Speaking and Translating as
Constative linguistics, Robinson suggests, includes methodologies aimed at 'freezing' language as an
abstract sign system, while performative linguistics explores how language is used or 'performed' in those
speech situations. Robinson then tests his hypothesis on the act of translation.
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Pragmatics" on DeepDyve, the largest online rental service for scholarly research with thousands of
academic publications available at your fingertips.
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Linguistics is the study of language: even etymologically this is an obvious fact. in the twentieth century,
however, the term came to signify a single fairly narrow approach to language and to exclude everything else
of interest that might theoretically be included within it.
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